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From the
Principal
In 2019 we asked students,
staff and members of our
wider community to ‘be
connected.’ This was very
evident throughout Semester
Two, particularly when the
final weeks of the school year
came to a close.
Term Three commenced with our annual Mid-Year
Assembly and Talent Quest at the Melbourne Convention
and Exhibition Centre (MCEC). Hosted by our College
Captains, we celebrated the academic achievements
of our students and heard reports from other student
leaders from across our campuses. We also announced
our annual Caroline Chisholm Medal winners and
celebrated their contributions to our College. After
lunch our Talent Quest commenced with House Acts
dispersed amongst the singing, dancing and musical acts.
Congratulations to everyone who made the day such a
success.

In October, I was thrilled to surprise our students on our
Japan Study Tour by visiting Okinawa Catholic College.
This year we celebrate the 10th anniversary of our
partnership; one that continues to grow.
Highlights of the Semester Two calendar:
•

Mid-Year Assembly and Talent Quest

•

The College Musical – The Addams Family

•

International Study Tour to Japan

•

Faith In Action Program

•

Year 12 Graduation Day and Celebration Day

•

IMAGINE Exhibition

•

2019 Alumni Reunion Evening

•

Evening of Excellence

May you and your family have a safe and Holy Christmas
and return to us in 2020 refreshed and ready for another
exciting year.
Please enjoy this edition of Churchill Avenue Semester
News.
Yours sincerely,
Mr Marco Di Cesare

This semester I had the opportunity to speak at The Age
Education Summit together with our Victorian Minister
for Education and Federal Minister for Education, as
well as other principals from around the State. Caroline
Chisholm Catholic College was again recognised for its
Reading Program, improved library and information
services, and particularly the impact made on student
outcomes.
Students at Christ the King were able to enjoy the new
St Madeleine Centre with activities taking place during
transition week. We look forward to scheduling formal
classes from next year. The building is an outstanding
addition to the campus, and one we can all be very
proud of. Our newly renovated Human Resources and
Administration space won several awards, including Small
Workplace Interior of the Year at the Australian Architects
Awards. It’s a great recognition for the College and the
commitment we have to providing staff and students with
the best facilities so they can be the best they are called
to be.
This semester we also finalised our partnership with
Hainan Middle School affiliated with Central China
Normal University in Haikou, China. In 2020 we will
deliver VCE Units to students in China wanting to
complete the Victorian Certificate of Education (VCE). Our
international partnerships are an important strategic
imperative for the College while also creating strong links
as we introduce Chinese Mandarin in Year 7 for the first
time. This will benefit our students, giving them access to
study tours and immersive experiences.

Japan Study Tour - Okinawa

Signing of VCE in China agreement

Prayer
God of all beginnings and endings,
Let our efforts of this past year bear fruit. Bring all of our plans to a joyful conclusion, and bless
us, according to your will, with the fulfillment of our summer hopes and dreams. Watch over us
in the weeks of rest ahead, and guide each day as you have done this past year. Help us return to
school with a new spirit and a new energy. May we continue to grow in age, wisdom, knowledge
and grace all the days of our lives. We make our prayer through Christ our Lord.
Amen.
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Student Reflections

“

After a long, exhausting run of finishing homework the Year 8 cohort,
including myself, desired a much needed break. And guess what, the school
provided a range of activities which were a retreat from the usual schedule
with activities that taught us some important lessons.
Beginning Friday, 29 November, the first of these activities focused on the
lives and importance of Aboriginal people living in the past and present.
We listened to Courtney Ugle and Leila Gurruwiwi about their life, played
aboriginal games and made House banners with aboriginal symbols. On
Monday, 2 December during periods one and two, we played some fun games
within our Houses and teachers showed us about what they value most and
put it all in a bag. Mr Gatt, valued a photo of his kids, his mother’s buttons
and so on. We then had to think of our own bag items. Afterwards, we went to
our normal classrooms and pitched a product to the class. The best of these
pitches showed the whole grade and the pitches were diverse from visuals to
songs. On Tuesday, we met the 2020 Year 7 students and did some activities
with our new Learner Mentor group. We then learned about the subjects and
topics we are going to learn next year. On Wednesday, we were very fortunate
to be able to watch a movie at the Sun Theatre. We watched Jumanji and apart
from some cringe-worthy scenes, it was a great movie. We spent time relaxing
and making stress balls, did tai chi and listened to calming instruments. On
behalf of the Year 8 cohort, I would like to say that the final week was very
enjoyable and we are grateful to the school for giving us the opportunities.
Keane Evangelio, St John’s, Year 8 Clare 5

“

My name is Vina-Karen Nguyen and my transition from Christ the King
Campus to Sacred Heart Campus in the final weeks of Semester Two was
hectic. I felt very uncomfortable, scared and stressed at the beginning
because of my fear of the new changes to come. Like the senior uniform,
co-ed classes, teachers expectations and homework. During the past two
weeks of transition classes it was nerve-racking, but with the help of my
friends, teacher and new peers, I began to feel more comfortable and happy
with my surroundings and the new environment at 204. If I had to give one
piece of advice, I’d say be yourself and don’t be afraid to try new things.
Vina-Karen Nguyen, Christ the King, Year 9 Lorenzo 2

“

Our final semester as students of Caroline Chisholm Catholic College has been filled
with some of our most memorable moments. We completed our community service at
local primary schools, the hours of which helped us to secure early acceptance places
at Australian Catholic University through their Community Achiever’s Program.
We also came up with the initiative to celebrate Twins Day, given the numerous sets of
twins that attend our school. We held a photo shoot with Star Weekly and managed to
get a front cover newspaper article.
As Languages Captains, we also helped to organise, prepare and host our final
Languages Week along with members of the Languages Club and teachers. One of our
highlights from the week was the food at our culture-uniting lunch stand, something
we hadn’t done on this scale before.
At our graduation, we were both fortunate to receive academic achievement awards,
and even the Principal’s Service Award which was for the first time, split between two
people. Lastly, as this chapter of our lives at the College comes to an end, we would
like to express our gratitude to all the teachers that we have had over the years, for
the knowledge and wisdom that they have passed onto us. Arriverderci!
Thomas O’Reilly and Christopher O’Reilly, Sacred Heart, Year 12 Ambrose 8

DECEMBER 2019
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From the Directors of Campus
Christ the
King

St John’s

Sacred
Heart

Ms Debra
Bonde

Ms Ivanka
Spiteri

Mr Michael
Torpey

Term 3 and 4 have been
a busy time for Christ the
King staff and students,
with many incursions and
excursions happening.

I wish all our boys and their
families a safe and joy-filled
summer break. May you
all enjoy the company of
your families and friends,
grateful for the wonderful
gift they are. May you come
back to our College ready
to be your best, grateful for
the opportunities and the
support this community
affords you.

The Year 9 students prepared
for their transition into Year
10 next year and met senior
teaching staff, the Year 8
students finished Premier
League, which they should all
be proud of, and the Year 7
students assisted staff with
Year 6 primary school visits.
We welcomed guests for
poetry and interstate
principals and enjoyed
our end of year program;
including a House Indigenous
day so Christ the King and
St John’s campuses had the
opportunity to participate in
Indigenous culture together.
A big thank you to our
outgoing captains, they
have had a huge impact at
our campus and very well
respected within our tightknit community.
Wishing everyone in our
community a very Merry
Christmas and a safe and
prosperous New Year.
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Finally, I would like to express
my gratitude to all the staff
here at the College, for it is
they who ensure our boys are
learning and are loved. I am
grateful to you, our families,
for your ongoing support of
our work here at the College.
After all, it takes a village to
raise a child and we are your
village. And most importantly,
I want to express my
gratitude for our boys. Every
day I walk the corridors and
I am greeted with a genuine
sense of connectedness. Our
boys are respectful, they are
joy-filled, and they are. And
they show me this daily. For
this I am grateful.
Happy holidays everyone.
May the peace of the Christchild enter your homes and
your hearts, and may the
Spirit keep you all safe until
you return to your second
home, our College.

2019 was a year in which the
students of the Sacred Heart
campus truly embraced the
challenge to ‘be connected’
and to show pride in
themselves, their College
and our community. Without
listing all the events and
achievements of the year and
particularly this semester,
I would like to thank those
members of our College
community who went out of
their way to organise events
and to participate in new
initiatives. It seems that every
week there is something else
to look forward to, or another
activity that supports student
learning whilst strengthening
our sense of community.
I’m sure that all our students
are looking forward to a long
break over summer. It is
worth spending some time
developing a study schedule
for the summer, in order that
work isn’t left to the final
days before we return and is
rushed.
I thank students, parents,
carers and the staff of Sacred
Heart for a thoroughly
enjoyable and successful
semester, and wish all
families a restful and peacefilled Christmas.

Buildings & Facilities
Students were able to enjoy the new St Madeleine Centre at Christ the King Campus with several activities taking
place during Transition Week. Classes will be timetabled in the new space from next year. The new Year 12 garden and
amphitheatre opened in Term Three and has proven to be very popular.
Lunchtime concerts were held during the week’s opening and will continue as the weather warms up. New directional
signage at the 204 site was installed over the Term Three break making it easier to find rooms!
We are finalising plans for the new multi-purpose hall with work
expected to start in 2020.

St Madeleine Centre

Year 12 Garden

St Madeleine Centre Opening
Amphitheatre

Multi-purpose Hall - Artist Impression

New College Wayfinding
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Semester Two Highlights
Mid-Year Assembly and
Talent Quest 26 July
Our top academic achievers for Semester One,
along with Caroline Chisholm medal winners were
recognised on 26 July. The day concluded with the
College’s annual Talent Quest.

The Addams Family 9 - 10 August

On 9 and 10 August, we were
transported to the spooky
and utterly kooky world of
The Addams Family, this year’s
College musical production.
As always students were
instrumental in delivering
this production, taking on
production, choreography and
staging roles. A special shout out
to the amazing make-up team!
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STEM Week
17 - 21 August
This year we held our first
combined STEM Week bringing
together Science, Technology,
Engineering and Mathematics
departments. A highlight was
the annual ‘walk on clouds’
experience.

Year 12 Graduation 20 October

Congratulations to the
graduating class of 2019 and
our highest achievers on
their recognition.

DECEMBER 2019
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Japan
Study Tour
20 October 2 November

This year our Japan Study
Tour celebrated 10 years.
Principal Di Cesare visited
Okinawa Catholic College
and surprised students
during their homestay.
Students spent two weeks
exploring Japan and
immersing themselves in
the culture and language.

IMAGINE
11 - 14 November

Our annual art, design and technology
exhibition, IMAGINE opened on 11
November to rave reviews. Student
work from across all year levels and
different learning areas was on display
for the week.
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HPE Week 14 - 18 October
In a first, students were victorious over staff in the annual staff versus students’ soccer match. The win didn’t
damper the fun of Health and Physical Education (HPE) Week that included a bike ‘n’ blend your own smoothie stand!

Evening of Excellence 28 November

Lina Chan
Graduate of 2003
Guest Speaker Evening
of Excellence 2019
Lina Chan is a piano teacher, singer-songwriter, author,
vocal coach and the owner of leading Melbourne-based
music school, Lina’s Music House. She completed her
Bachelor of Science at the University of Melbourne and a
Diploma of Popular Music Performance at JMC Academy.
Lina gave a passionate keynote speech to students.

DECEMBER 2019
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Christmas Concert
4 December
Ho, ho, ho! It was all things merry with our annual
Christmas concert celebration on 4 December.

Australian Catholic
Youth Festival
8 - 10 December
From 8 – 10 December, a group of students
including myself was given the privilege to
attend the Australian Catholic Youth Festival
(ACYF) in Perth. This spiritual journey has been
nothing but a beautiful gift and blessing to my
life. In all honesty, I did not think I would be
as touched and connected as I am now. I will
forever continue to express my faith and beliefs
within myself and surroundings. This journey
has been absolutely incredible and if I was to
take back one thing about this journey it would
be to be yourself and don’t hold back. Take risks,
and see where they take you. At the end of the
day, no one is perfect and everybody makes
mistakes. However, it’s how you approach the
mistake afterwards, that’s the main thing. At
the end of the day we will all eventually learn
from it. The energy I was surrounded by was
my highlight. I’ve never felt so calm and relaxed
in my life, it was such an amazing feeling and it
truly was inspiring. This trip has made me realise
so many things about others and especially
myself and I truly believe I have found myself as
an individual. Please, seek new opportunities in
prayer because you’ll be surprised where it takes
you and how much of an impact it could have on
you!
Madaesya Palavi-Lyons
Year 11, Sacred Heart Clare 4
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Learning Area Updates
Health and Physical Education
Year 7 and 8 students participated on their last day of the school year in
some fantastic sporting challenges the Health and Physical Education staff
organised through the AFL Association.

Design & Technologies
Year 9 Product Design students were tasked to measure, mark out and construct a small
set of shelves with finger joins. They then designed, made and fitted their own character
design for the backing.

DECEMBER 2019
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Robotics Club
A team of four Caroline Chisholm Catholic
College students represented the College
at the recent VEX Robotics Australian
National Championships in the VEX IQ
division. After passing scrutineering on
Friday night, the team arrived at the
Adelaide Convention Centre on Saturday
morning to begin an intense two days
of competition which included eight
matches and driver skills events. While
the atmosphere at national level was
intense, the team worked well to support
each other and work through minor
adjustments to the robot. The team
finished 36th at the national level and are
looking forward to putting what they have
learned into practice when the strive to
make the nationals again next year.
Well done team!

Science
Towards the end of Term 3, Mr Smith, Ms De Silva and our amazing classes went on a long and tasking trip to Clayton,
to visit The Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation (ANSTO) Synchrotron. The ANSTO Synchrotron is
one most significant pieces of scientific infrastructure in the country and is even called upon to be used with Australia’s
international friends. We were given a tour around the enormous establishment, and also several practical investigations
to complete which covered the areas of the emission spectra, young’s double slit experiment and stopping voltage.
We learned that the synchrotron can be used for various purposes other than just looking cool, and that it has been
used for cancer research, the analysis of artworks, examining various biological samples from across the world and for
examining other samples using x-rays.
Although it was a long and strenuous journey to and from the synchrotron (especially due to the rain), it was a very
insightful and intriguing excursion and thank you to our Physics teachers for arranging this for us.
Allysa Cruzado
Year 12, Sacred Heart Lorenzo 5
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Homelessness in Australia
There are over 116,000 people homeless in Australia
(according to a 2016 census) over 24,000 of these people
are from Victoria. 23% of all the homeless people in
Australia are aged 12-24, that’s around 27,500 young
people that are homeless.
The rate of homelessness in Australia has increased by
4.6% in the past 5 years according to the most recent
census in 2016. Although many years have passed since
these statistics came out, the increase of the elderly being
homeless went from 25 persons per 10,000 people up to 27
persons per 10,000 people.
“People experience poverty.” This is a quote by Mr Green.
It means that the homeless are not in poverty but they are
experiencing it. So it is just saying that this is just a phase
that they will go through.

“

To change the
world we must
be good to those
who cannot repay
us.
Pope Francis

Although homelessness has drastically increased there is
a way to help. St Vinnies is an organisation that holds a
Christmas Appeal every year that helps homeless people
get Christmas presents.
You may be asking, what do I donate? Well there are many
things that you can donate. These are non-perishable
foods, clothes and toys just to name a few.
Now you know what to donate, you now might want to
know how to donate? You can donate and find out more by
visiting the Vinnies website www.vinnies.org.au.
All of this is to help homeless people have a Christmas
that will make sure they cherish. Without your help many
human beings are left without joy on Christmas.
Vinnies says that, “A Christmas without joy is no Christmas
at all.” This means that if the homeless don’t get presents
for Christmas they will not be filled with joy but if you do
donate then you can cheer people up on Christmas.
Vinnies help over 1,800,000 people every year! Canberra
assist around 40,000 people, TAS also helps 40,000 people,
NSW helps 474,000 people, NT helps 63,000 people, QLD
helps 331,500 people, SA helps 155,000 people, VIC helps
660,000 people and WA helps 150,000 people.
It is very obvious what to do now right? If you don’t know
then you should donate to the St Vinnies Christmas appeal
and help thousands upon thousands of homeless people
have a Christmas where they are happy and thankful to live
in a community where people care about you.
Kieren Draper
Year 8, St John’s Lorenzo 1

Source: www.launchhousing.org.au/australianhomelessnessmonitor/
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Visual Arts
On 27 August, my peers and I from Ms Hamdemir’s Visual Art class went on an excursion to the National Gallery of
Victoria (NGV). Luckily for us it was a beautiful and sunny day. The trip to the NGV was quite long as we got caught in
a lot of traffic but the experience along the way was great, since we played “I spy with my little eye”. When we arrived,
we each took a pencil, paper and a chair to carry around. On the tour of the museum we saw great artworks including,
Collins Street 5pm and The Bar by John Brack, National Anthem by Brook Andrew, Regalia by Reko Rennie, various paintings
by Roger Kemp, Gas and Fuel by Callum Morton and Dead in the Water by Fiona Hall. As we walked through the gallery
we admired the many amazing artwork and were also taught by a guide who told us many interesting things about
each of the artwork. We also sketched the artwork, trying to copy it and did challenges like drawing blind. The blind
drawing challenge is where we had one partner described an artwork and the other person had to draw it. Overall, it
was an amazing day and I felt that we were very fortunate to be given the opportunity to experience many new things
and gained a lot of knowledge about the stories of each artwork, the techniques and how each artwork have deeper
meanings. On behalf of my class, I would like to say a big thank you to the College for giving us this opportunity and also
to Ms Hamdemir for organising the trip and coming with us.
Derrick Nguyen
Year 9, St John’s Ambrose 5

Outdoor Education
Semester Two incorporated VCE Units 1 & 2 Outdoor
and Environmental Studies camp that explored Victoria’s
national parks and protected areas of environmental
significance. All VCE Outdoor and Environmental students
also participated in cross-country skiing at Lake Mountain
under excellent conditions. This semester also included
the Year 9 adventure in the environment program,
a four-day camp focusing on adventure and positive
environmental action.
At fifteen meters, the vertical challenge climbing tower
has been a favourite among students with many rising to
the challenge and climbing all the way to the top. Jumping
of the pamper pole is always stressful although the year
nines overcame their fears and took up the challenge.
Our new fleet of kayaks were well utilized by the Year 9
students along with the new mountain bikes. The network
of Mountain biking trails at the Garema-Dumont site have
been upgraded with new signs and safety instructions.
As part of their Environmental Action Project, Year 9
students this year have created a fire break for bushfire
safety, planted sustainable gardens, re-vegetated the
native forest and constructed ten nest boxes for the
conservation of indigenous micro-bats.
Planning for infrastructure upgrades at Garema-Dumont
is underway with commencement sometime next year.
This will include an upgrade of the camping facilities and
amenities at the site.
Mr Paul Barber
Outdoor Education Coordinator
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CONGRATULATIONS TO THE
2019 DUX VICKY NGUYEN ON
ACHIEVING AN ATAR OF 97.2

Be one of our faces
Sustainability Action Group

SunSmart Update

We continue to grow the Sustainability Action Group with several
key initiatives across the College, including a #recycleright
campaign launching in 2020 to support our waste stream bins.

We are a SunSmart school. All year round,
but especially over the summer months it is
important to slip, slop, slap, slide and seek.
Visit sunsmart.com.au or view the latest
video at www.sunsmart.com.au to learn
more about how to protect your skin.

JESSICA

JADE

CHRISTINE

Script

Animation

A waste stream bin is designed to help you make the right choice about
where your rubbish should go.

Zoom out, each Super Hero points to their bin.

DECEMBER 2019
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Sports
On 28 November, our College was privileged to host the Sports
Association of Catholic Co-educational Secondary Schools
(SACCSS) Awards Luncheon, an afternoon the highlights the
successes of the sporting year. Over 280 guests were welcomed
to the Sacred Heart Campus for a catered lunch before entering
the Quin Auditorium for the formal aspect of the afternoon. Our
guests were fortunate to listen to guest speakers, Carly James of
the under 21 Jillaroos National Hockey team and Caitlin Greiser a
recently elevated AFLW player for St Kilda Football Club who were
interviewed by Ms Sarah Mollison who was able to speak of her
own experience balancing professional sport with studies. Finally,
over 70 awards for various achievements were handed out to
students across the 14 schools. The diverse winners showcasing
the amazing talent available within our sporting association. The
day was a terrific celebration of 2019.
Mr Thomas Dicker
Sports Coordinator
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By Adam Carey

Melbourne school turns its
results around by reviving its
dying library
November 3, 2019 — 4.45pm

When Marco DiCesare started as principal at Caroline Chisholm Catholic College,
the school’s library was mostly used as a detention space for unruly students.
The books were in detention too, kept in a room behind a locked door only
teachers could open.
By Adam Carey
November 3, 2019 — 4.45pm

BRIMBANK & NORTH WEST

Cricketers
embark on UK
crusade

19
Days

BRIMBANK & NORTH WEST

When Marco DiCesare started as principal at Caroline Chisholm Catholic College,
the school’s library was mostly used as a detention space for unruly students.
The books were in detention too, kept in a room behind a locked door only
teachers could open.

NEWS

Seeing Double

9

Hours

PHOTOSA
DIGITAL EDI

Year 12 twins Thomas and Christopher O’Reilly (Ambrose 8) graced the cover of Star Weekly.
The duo were photographed, along with seven other sets of twins, as part of a National Twins Day.
SPORT
LIFESTYLE
FEATURES
BUSINESS
DOMAIN
CLASSIFIEDS
The College
has 17 sets ofLOCAL
twins across
its three campuses!

JUNE 18, 2019 1:00 AM
BY TATE PAPWORTH
Caroline Chisholm Catholic College principal Marco DiCesare and information services coordinator Barbara Roach in the school's library. JOE ARMAO

Students rarely visited and library chairs were left stacked on top of tables during
the day to make the cleaner’s jobLibrary
easier in
the evening.
Revitalised
Principal Marco
Di in
Cesare
and Library
and Information
Services
The non-government
school
Braybrook
had embraced
information
and
Coordinator
Barbara
are happy
withresources,
the gains in
literacy
communications
technology
andRoach
expanded
its online
but
it had turned
achieved in NAPLAN tests.
its back on its library in the process.

Caroline Chisholm Catholic College principal Marco DiCesare and information services coordinator Barbara Roach in the school's library. JOE ARMAO

Students rarely visited and library chairs were left stacked on top of tables during
the day to make the cleaner’s job easier in the evening.
The non-government school in Braybrook had embraced information and
communications technology and expanded its online resources, but it had turned
its back on its library in the process.

PHOTO

BRIMBANK & NORTH WEST
SPORT

CRICKET

UK

CRUSADERS

Robot building
reaps big
rewards
Student of the Law

Year 12 student Vike Ashien shares his future aspirations after finishing his SBAT with Victoria Police.

NOVEMBER 19, 2019 12:43 PM
BY TATE PAPWORTH

EDUCATION
My Brimbank
Michael Torpey, Director of Caroline Chisholm Catholic College senior
campus speaking of his connection to Brimbank.

CAROLINE CHISHOLM CATHOLIC COLLEGE

TWO CAROLINE CHISHOLM CATHOLIC COLLEGE STUDENTS ARE ABOUT TO
ROBOTICS
EMBARK ON THE CRICKET JOURNEY OF A LIFETIME.
Bowled Over
Year 11 students Chien Mayoum and Bol Abiem participated in a cricket tour to the UK and
played 32 matches over three and a half weeks. The even got to meet Queen Elizabeth!

Two Braybrook students are off on a cricket tour that is the stuff
of dreams.
Bol Abiem and Chiem Mayoum are going on the Crusaders’
tour of the UK, including 32 matches in 26 days.
The touring squad will play on some of the best grounds in the
world, including Lenheim Palace, Robertsbridge, Lord
Sheffield’s ground (the origin of the Sheffield Shield), Whitgift
School and Lords.

FEATURE

But Chiem is looking forward to a different sort of highlight.
Top 50 Hot List
Deputy Principal
(Learning and Teaching),
Suzanne Farley was
identified by The Educator
as a mover and shaker of
Australian education in
their 2019 Hot List.

CAROLINE CHISHOLM CATHOLIC COLLEGE STUDENTS NICOLAS, KHANG,
IOANNIS AND BRANDAN WITH THEIR ROBOT FRED.
Robot State Finals
Budding inventors at Caroline Chisholm Catholic College have been crowned the
state’s best robotic builders.

Budding inventors at Caroline Chisholm Catholic College have
been crowned the state’s best robotic builders.

DECEMBER 2019

The school’s VEX IQ Robotics Team attended the Victorian
Championships earlier this month and took out the top award,

FEATUR
17

Save the date

SUNDAY 17 MAY 2020
11am - 2pm

YEAR 7 2022

ENROLMENTS
Open 28 January 2020
Secure your place
cccc.vic.edu.au
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2020
Key dates
to remember

Dates are correct at the time of printing, but subject to change. Please check Compass for updates.
DECEMBER 2019
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